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27 secs ago — While several avenues exist to view the highly praised film IF online streaming
offers a versatile means to access its cinematic wonder From heartfelt songs to buoyant humor
this genre-bending work explores the power of friendship to uplift communities during troubling
times Directed with nuanced color and vivacious animation lighter moments are blended
seamlessly with touching introspection Cinephiles and casual fans alike will find their spirits
lifted by this inspirational story of diverse characters joining in solidarity Why not spend an
evening immersed in the vibrant world of IF? Don't miss out!
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One king will lead us all. #IF - Only in theaters December 22. Director James Wan and
Aquaman himself, Jason Momoa—along with Patrick Wilson, Amber Heard, Yahya

Abdul-Mateen II and Nicole Kidman—return in the sequel to the highest-grossing DC film of all
time: “IF.”
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Having failed to defeat Aquaman the first time, Black Manta, still driven by the need to avenge
his father’s death, will stop at nothing to take Aquaman down once and for all. This time Black
Manta is more formidable than ever before, wielding the power of the mythic Black Trident,
which unleashes an ancient and malevolent force. To defeat him, Aquaman will turn to his

imprisoned brother Orm, the former King of Atlantis, to forge an

unlikely alliance. Together, they must set aside their differences in order to protect their kingdom
and save Aquaman’s family, and the world, from irreversible destruction. IF | Trailer - YouTube

All returning to the roles they originated, Jason Momoa plays Arthur Curry/Aquaman, now
balancing his duties as both the King of Atlantis and a new father; Patrick Wilson is Orm,

Aquaman’s half-brother and his nemesis, who must now step into a new role as his brother’s
reluctant ally; Amber Heard is Mera, Atlantis’ Queen and mother of the heir to the throne; Yahya

Abdul-Mateen II is Black Manta, committed more than ever to avenge his father’s death by
destroying Aquaman, his family and Atlantis; and Nicole Kidman as Atlanna, a fierce leader and
mother with the heart of a warrior. Also reprising their roles are Dolph Lundgren as King Nereus
and Randall Park as Dr. Stephen Shin. Directed by Wan, “IF” is produced by Peter Safran, Wan

and Rob Cowan. The executive producers are Galen Vaisman and Walter Hamada. The
screenplay is by David Leslie Johnson-McGoldrick, from a story by James Wan & David Leslie
Johnson-McGoldrick and Jason Momoa & Thomas Pa’a Sibbett, based on characters from DC,
Aquaman created by Paul Norris and Mort Weisinger. Joining Wan behind-the-camera is his

sterling team of “Aquaman” artisans: director of photography Don Burgess (“The Conjuring 2”),
production designer Bill Brzeski (“Jumanji: The Next Level”), editor Kirk Morri (“Furious 7”),
composer Rupert GregsonWilliams (“Wonder Woman”) and music supervisor is Michelle

Silverman (“Malignant”). Visual effects supervisor Nick Davis (“The Clash of the Titans” films,
“The Dark Knight”) and costume designer Richard Sale (“Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of

Madness,” “Ready Player One”) also join. Warner Bros. Pictures Presents An Atomic Monster /
A Peter Safran Production of A James Wan Film, “IF,” set to open in theaters internationally

beginning 20 December 2024 and in North America on December 20, 2024; it will be distributed
worldwide by Warner Bros. Pictures. IF cinematic universe was expanded on November 20th

with the release of IF in theaters However not everyone wants to experience the intense
emotions that come with highstakes drama and romance in a public setting If you prefer the

comfort of streaming and the possibility of shedding a tear in the privacy of your living room you
may have to wait a bit longer IF is an adaptation of Suzanne Collins' novel of the same name
which was published in 2020 The story focuses on Coriolanus Snow who eventually becomes
President Snow and has a tumultuous relationship with Katniss Everdeen In this new adaptation
Tom Blyth portrays a young Coriolanus while Rachel Zegler plays Lucy Gray Baird the erased
District 12 victor of the 10th annual Hunger Games Coriolanus is tasked with mentoring Lucy a
responsibility for which he feels a sense of pride However Lucy's charm captivates the audience



of Panem as she fights for her life and the well-being of her district They form an unconventional
alliance that may even develop into an unlikely romance But is their fate already sealed? Fans
of the original Hunger Games trilogy know the answer but the journey towards that outcome is a

thrilling adventure The prequel film is distributed by Lionsgate and collides with Peacock a
streaming service through a multiyear agreement as reported by Collider Consequently it is

highly likely that the movie will be available for streaming on that platform upon its release The
agreement is set to take effect in 2024 so keep an eye out for IF then To prepare for this highly

anticipated moment viewers can subscribe to Peacock starting at $599 per month or take
advantage of a discounted annual rate of $5999 Peacock not only offers major releases but also
provides access to live sports events and popular shows on NBC Bravo and numerous other
popular channels WHEN AND WHERE WILL IF BE STREAMING? The new IF prequel IF will
be available for streaming first on Starz for subscribers Later on the movie will also be released
on Peacock thanks to the agreement between distributor Lionsgate and the NBC Universal
streaming platform Determining the exact arrival date of the movie is a slightly more complex
matter Typically Lionsgate movies like John Wick 4 take approximately six months to become
available on Starz where they tend to remain for a considerable period As for when Songbirds
Snakes will be accessible on Peacock it could take nearly a year after its release although we

will only receive confirmation once Lionsgate makes an official announcement However if you IF
to watch the movie even earlier you can rent it on Video on Demand (VOD) which will likely be

available before the streaming date on Starz WHERE CAN I STREAM THE ORIGINAL
Aquaman the Lost Kingdom MOVIES IN THE MEANTIME? In the meantime you can currently
stream all four original IF movies on Peacock until the end of November The availability of IF
movies on Peacock varies depending on the month so make sure to take advantage of the

current availability HOW TO WATCH IF 2024 ONLINE: As of now, the only way to watch IF is to
head out to a movie theater when it releases on Friday, September 8. You can find a local
showing on Fandango. Otherwise, you'll have to wait until it becomes available to rent or

purchase on digital platforms like Vudu, Apple, YouTube, and Amazon or available to stream on
Max. IF is still currently in theaters if you want to experience all the film's twists and turns in a

traditional cinema. But there's also now an option to watch the film at home. As of November 25,
2024, IF is available on HBO Max. Only those with a subscription to the service can watch the
movie. Because the film is distributed by 20th Century Studios, it's one of the last films of the
year to head to HBO Max due to a streaming deal in lieu of Disney acquiring 20th Century

Studios, as Variety reports. At the end of 2024, 20th Century Studios' films will head to Hulu or
Disney+ once they leave theaters. IS Aquaman the Lost Kingdom MOVIE ON NETFLIX,

CRUNCHYROLL, HULU, OR AMAZON PRIME Netflix: IF is currently not available on Netflix.
However, fans of dark fantasy films can explore other thrilling options such as Doctor Strange to
keep themselves entertained. Crunchyroll: Crunchyroll and Funimation have acquired the rights

to distribute IF in North America. Stay tuned for its release on the platform in the coming
months. In the meantime, indulge in dark fantasy shows like Spider-man to fulfill your

entertainment needs. Hulu: Unfortunately, IF is not available for streaming on Hulu. However,
Hulu offers a variety of other exciting options like Afro Samurai Resurrection or Ninja Scroll to
keep you entertained. Disney+: IF is not currently available for streaming on Disney+. Fans will
have to wait until late December, when it is expected to be released on the platform. Disney

typically releases its films on Disney+ around 45-60 days after their theatrical release, ensuring



an immersive cinematic experience for viewers. IS IF ON AMAZON PRIME VIDEO? IF movie
could eventually be available to watch on Prime Video, though it will likely be a paid digital

release rather than being included with an Amazon Prime subscription. This means that rather
than watching the movie as part of an existing subscription fee, you may have to pay money to

rent the movie digitally on Amazon. However, Warner Bros. and Amazon have yet to discuss
whether or not this will be the case. WHEN WILL 'IF', BE AVAILABLE ON BLU-RAY AND DVD?
As of right now, we don't know. While the film will eventually land on Blu-ray, DVD, and 4K Ultra
HD, Warner Bros has yet to reveal a specific date as to when that would be. The first Nun film

also premiered in theaters in early September and was released on Blu-ray and DVD in
December. Our best guess is that the sequel will follow a similar path and will be available

around the holiday season. HERE'S HOW TO WATCH 'IF' ONLINE STREAMING IN
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND To watch 'IF' (2024) for free online streaming in Australia and
New Zealand, you can explore options like gomovies.one and gomovies.today, as mentioned in
the search results. However, please note that the legality and safety of using such websites may

vary, so exercise caution when accessing them. Additionally, you can check if the movie is
available on popular streaming platforms like Netflix, Hulu, or Amazon Prime Video, as they

often offer a wide selection of movies and TV. Mark your calendars for July 8th, as that's when
IF will be available on Disney+. This highly anticipated installment in the franchise is packed

with thrilling action and adventure, promising to captivate audiences and leave them craving for
more. Captivate audiences and leave them craving for more. The No. 1 film this weekend is
expected to be Warner Bros./DC’s “Aquaman 2,” a sequel to James Wan’s $1.15 billion

superhero hit released back in 2018. “Aquaman” earned an opening weekend of $67 million five
years ago and reached $100 million in domestic grosses after Christmas Day two days later.

Overseas is much better for Aquaman 2, with a 73-market launch looking to deliver $75M-$80M
including China. That worldwide debut at its highest would be $110M through Sunday. The

Middle Kingdom, which was a prime territory for the first movie, is looking at $25M-$30M alone.
The sequel currently leads presales throughout the frame in the PRC, but remember we are far
from the heady days of 2018, when the original bowed to $93M+ at historic rates. According to
Forbes, the official budget for The Marvels is over $274.8 million, making it one of the most

expensive MCU films to date. This comes as a bit of a surprise seeing as how the movie is only

rumored to be around 100 minutes in length (however that has not been confirmed as of yet),
but the high cost is likely due to the extensive VFX work that will go into bringing it to life.
However, Forbes also reported that Disney received a $55 million subsidy from the United
Kingdom government while making the film, bringing the total amount spent on The Marvels
down to around $220 million. In comparison the the budgets of other MCU films, this $274.8

million mark makes The Marvels the fourth-expensive movie in the entirety of the MCU. Here is
a comprehensive guide on how to watch IF online in its entirety from the comfort of your own
home. You can access the full movie free of charge on the respected platform known as

123Movies. Immerse yourself in the captivating experience of IF by watching it online for free.
Alternatively, you can also enjoy the movie by downloading it in high definition. Enhance your
movie viewing experience by watching IF on 123movies, a trusted source for online movie

streaming.


